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ABSTRACT

Context. The Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) on board the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) uses three Si:As impurity band
conduction (IBC) detector arrays. The output voltage level of each MIRI detector pixel is digitally recorded by sampling-up-the-
ramp. For uniform or low-contrast illumination, the pixel ramps become non-linear in a predictable way, but in areas of high contrast,
the non-linearity curve becomes much more complex.
Aims. We provide observational evidence of the Brighter-Fatter Effect (BFE) in MIRI conventional and high-contrast coronographic
imaging, low-resolution spectroscopy, and medium-resolution spectroscopy data and investigate the physical mechanism that gives
rise to the effect on the detector pixel raw voltage integration ramps.
Methods. We use public data from the JWST/MIRI commissioning and Cycle 1 phase. We also develop a numerical electrostatic
model of the MIRI detectors using a modified version of the public Poisson_CCD code.
Results. The physical mechanism behind the MIRI BFE is fundamentally different to that of CCDs and Hawaii-2RG (H2RG) de-
tectors. This is due to the largest majority of the MIRI photo-excited electric charges not being stored at the pixels but at the input
to the MIRI detector unit cell buffer amplifier capacitance. The resulting detector voltage debiasing alters the electrostatic potential
inside the infrared-active layer and causes new photo-excited electrons, generated at a bright pixel, to be guided to the neighboring
fainter pixels. Observationally, the debiasing-induced BFE makes the JWST MIRI data yield 10 – 25 % larger and 0.5 – 8 % brighter
point sources and spectral line profiles as a function of the output level covered by the detector pixels. We find that the profile of the
shrinking detector depletion region has implications for developing a pixel ramp non-linearity model for point sources observed with
MIRI.

Key words. Astronomical instrumentation, methods and techniques – Instrumentation: detectors – Methods: data analysis – Methods:
numerical – Infrared: general

1. Introduction

The Mid-Infrared Instrument MIRI (Wright, et al. 2023), on
board the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), has four ob-
serving modes, (1) imaging, (2) low-resolution spectroscopy,
(3) high-contrast (coronagraphic) imaging, and (4) medium-
resolution spectroscopy (Wright et al. 2015; Bouchet et al. 2015;
Kendrew et al. 2015; Boccaletti et al. 2015; Wells et al. 2015).
In total MIRI uses three Si:As impurity band conduction (IBC)
detector arrays, one for conventional imaging, high-contrast
imaging and low-resolution spectroscopy, and two for medium-
resolution spectroscopy (Rieke et al. 2015). Si:As IBC devices

have extensive space flight heritage, having been used for exam-
ple in all three instruments of the Spitzer space telescope, namely
the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC), the Infrared Spectrograph
(IRS), and the Multiband Imaging Photometer (MIPS). The high
quantum efficiency of the Si:As IBC devices, in combination
with the extensive wavelength range covered (5-28 µm) gives
these devices a unique advantage (Love et al. 2005; Gáspár et al.
2021). Other detectors, such as the Teledyne Imaging Sensors’
LWIR HgCdTe detector have a relatively higher quantum effi-
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ciency, however, they cover a shorter wavelength range, namely
out to 13 µm1 (Dorn et al. 2018).

The Brighter-Fatter Effect (BFE) is a well-known detector
effect that blurs the intrinsic spatial and spectral information of a
source. For Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs) and Hawaii-2RG
(H2RG) detectors, operating in the optical and near-infrared,
the effect has been shown to manifest due to the build-up of a
transverse electric field at the pixel surface following the accu-
mulation of photo-excited electrons at the pixel surface (Lage
et al. 2017; Coulton et al. 2018; Plazas et al. 2018; Hirata &
Choi 2020). Further accumulation of photo-excited electrons is
hindered by the transverse electric field that results in the elec-
tron paths curving to neighboring pixels. Both the JWST NIR-
Cam and NIRSpec instruments use H2RG detectors and show
this effect. The BFE has been found to also impact MIRI data.
However, due to the low capacitance at the MIRI detector pixels,
the physical mechanism causing the MIRI BFE is difficult to fit
within the traditional CCD and H2RG picture.

In this paper we describe the many facets of the BFE sys-
tematic effect on the MIRI detector pixel output signal across
all the MIRI observing modes, the impact this effect has on the
science, as well as develop a model that explains the physical
mechanism of the effect for the Si:As IBC detectors. In Sect. 2
we describe how the MIRI detector arrays work, how they pro-
duce the raw output signal used to estimate the flux from as-
tronomical sources, and how the detector pixel non-linear be-
havior to non-uniform illumination affects the raw output signal.
In Sect. 3 we show and describe how the MIRI BFE impacts
the scientific interpretation of MIRI imaging, low-resolution
spectroscopy, medium-resolution spectroscopy and high contrast
(coronographic) imaging. In Sect. 4 we present a realistic elec-
trostatic model of the MIRI detectors, that illustrates the physi-
cal mechanism behind the effect, using the public Poisson_CCD
numerical code (Lage et al. 2021). We also present the results
of the electrostatic simulations, limiting the simulations to the
imaging case. In Sect. 5 the implications of the presented results
are discussed, and the conclusions of this study are formulated
in Sect. 6.

2. The JWST MIRI detectors and the pixel
non-linear response to non-uniform illumination

2.1. The detector architecture

To understand the MIRI BFE, an in-depth understanding of the
Si:As IBC detector architecture and read-out integration circuit
(ROIC) is required. We describe these first, starting from a repre-
sentation of the architecture of the MIRI detector arrays, shown
in Fig. 1. Si:As IBC detectors are grown on a silicon substrate.
Photons pass through the anti-reflection coating on the detector
back side, into the substrate, and then through the ion-implanted
buried contact into the infrared-active layer (detection layer).
The infrared-active layer is doped with arsenic to absorb the in-
coming photons, which elevate photo-excited electrons from the
impurity band into the conduction band. Assuming a low level
of minority acceptor impurities in this layer, an electric field can
be maintained across it that causes the photo-excited electrons
to migrate to the front of the detector. A thin, high purity layer
(blocking layer) is grown over the front of the infrared-active
layer. When operated at sufficiently low temperatures, thermally-
generated free charge carriers cannot penetrate the blocking

1 The Teledyne Imaging Sensors’ LWIR HgCdTe detectors were not
available at the time of the detector selection for MIRI.

layer because it lacks an impurity band and the carriers have
insufficient energy to be lifted into the conduction band (a band
diagram for front-illuminated Si:As IBC detectors can be found
in Rieke (2003)). The photo-generated free charge carriers in the
conduction band can, however, traverse the blocking layer, to be
collected at the front contact. The electric field that drives this
process is maintained across the infrared-active layer between
the front contact, on the readout side, and the buried contact,
connected via a V-etch buried implant. The photo-excited elec-
trons are transferred through an ion-implanted transition region
to a metalized output pad. The indium bump conveys the signal
to a matching input pad on a readout amplifier. The MIRI de-
tector operational temperature of 6.4 K keeps the detector dark
current very low (< 0.1 e−/s) (Rieke et al. 2015).

The MIRI detector bias voltage Vbias is defined by Eq. 1
(Ressler et al. 2015).

Vbias = Vdduc − Vdetcom + 0.2V, (1)

where Vdduc is the voltage of the front contact, and Vdetcom is the
voltage of the buried contact. The bias voltage is set whenever
the reset switch is closed. After the reset switch is opened, the
signal from a detector pixel is accumulated as a reduction in the
voltage from Vbias. The voltage from the detector is buffered by
an analog Field Effect Transistor (FET) within the pixel unit cell.

The signal is passed to the output by operating the row and
column switches (a single row is shown in Fig. 1). Shown at the
bottom of Fig. 1 are the five MIRI detector video lines, each with
its own read-out amplifier. Amplifiers 1 to 4 (video lines 1 to 4)
address the first to fourth pixel columns from left to right, respec-
tively. In the case of permanent loss of one of these four video
lines, this would result in the loss of an alternating fourth col-
umn of array imagery. Amplifier 5 (video reference line), which
is not shown in Fig. 1, addresses a group of "blind" pixels. These
are not physical pixels; the amplifier is connected to a reference
impedance similar to the resistance of a detector pixel. The pur-
pose of this reference line is to provide a reference output that
can be used for engineering and data quality-monitoring pur-
poses; however, we believe a design flaw limits the utility of this
output in actuality.

2.2. The MIRI detector pixel read-out

The MIRI focal plane module (FPM) focal plane electronics
(FPE) measure signal in the form of integration ramps. These
form the MIRI raw data that will be discussed throughout this
paper. MIRI pixels are read non-destructively (charge is read but
not reset). An illustration of an ideal pixel integration ramp is
shown in Fig. 2. On the x-axis is the image frame number, and
on the y-axis is the output level of a video line. The read-out
electronics represent the voltage difference as accumulated Digi-
tal Numbers (DN). The proportionality between the accumulated
DN and the voltage difference is defined by the system gain.

Whenever the detectors are idle (non-exposing) the pixels
are constantly resetting at the frame rate. In this case the ampli-
fier integrating node voltage remains close to the bias voltage.
An exposure starts when the reset switch is opened, as shown
in Fig. 1. At that point, with the reset switch kept open, the am-
plifier integration node voltage changes based on the photoelec-
tric current. The current depends on the number of photons de-
tected. The time difference between two pixels being read out is
set by the FPE master 100 kHz clock (td = 10 µs) (Ressler et al.
2015). After the first pixel is read out (pixel (1,1) in Fig. 2), all
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Fig. 1. Representation of MIRI detector architecture based on Petroff & Stapelbroek (1986); Love et al. (2005); Rieke et al. (2015); Gáspár et al.
(2021)]. The dimensions are not to scale.
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Fig. 2. Conceptual representation of a MIRI detector pixel integration
ramp. Individual frames are designated by F#.

other pixels on the detector have to be read out before the first
pixel can be read out again. The five amplifiers are read out at
the same time. Specifically, taking row 1 as an example, pixels
(1,5,9,...,1021) addressed by Amplifier 1, are read at the same
time as pixels (2,6,10,...,1022) addressed by Amplifier 2, and so
on. Every time the detector is read out in its entirety, a detector
frame is stored (equivalent to one frame number in Fig. 2). At the
end of an integration, the reset switch is closed and the node volt-
age returns to the bias voltage. MIRI observers can take multiple
integrations in a single exposure, and in that case, after a virtu-
ally instantaneous reset, the pixel starts integrating signal again.
The default operation of the MIRI FPE in flight is to perform two
reset frames in succession to mitigate reset switch charge decay
effects, i.e., once to remove the integrated signal and again to set
a solid zero point (Morrison, et al. 2023).

A 16-bit register such as the one used by the MIRI FPE can
store up to 216 different values, i.e. 65536 different values go-
ing from 0 DN up to 65535 DN. The MIRI detector output is
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Fig. 3. Non-linearity in MIRI pixel ramp (black squares). A second or-
der polynomial is fitted to the ramp (red dashed line). The dashed green
line shows the linear term of the second order fit.

approximately +0.5 Volt for zero signal and -1.0 Volt for satu-
ration. Ideally, the detector +0.5 V would be read as 0 DN, and
-1.0 V would be read as 65535 DN, however, this is not the case.
The detector range is not mapped to the full analog-to-digital
converter range. Ressler et al. (2015), estimated a net system
gain of the MIRI detectors of 38300 DN/V, so +0.5 V to -1.0 V
changes only 57450 DN. Rieke et al. (2015), report that "the
detector is a simple plane-parallel 1.1 fF capacitor, the indium
bump bonds may contribute an additional ∼4 fF to the node ca-
pacitance (Moore, Andrew C. 2005), and the capacitance at the
input to the [pixel] unit cell buffer amplifier is 28.5 fF (McMurtry
et al. 2005), thus the nominal capacitance at the integrating node
is 33.6 fF". Using these capacitance values and the net system
gain, Rieke et al. (2015) derived a pixel gain of 5.5 e−/DN. How-
ever, this value was uncertain due to a number of effects, partic-
ularly interpixel capacitance. Experience in flight has indicated
a smaller pixel gain value, but this is still work in progress.

2.3. The non-linearity of the MIRI detector pixel voltage
integration ramps

Similar to most other detectors used in astronomical observing
applications, the MIRI detector pixel integration ramps suffer
from a non-linear response as a function of the DN output level.
An example of a MIRI pixel ramp is shown in Fig. 3. Instead
of the output level increasing linearly with frame number (time)
the slope of the ramp decreases. Traditionally a correction for
this non-linearity is derived by (1) fitting a polynomial to the
ramp, (2) using the linear term of the fit as a proxy for what the
ramp would look like if not impacted by the cause behind the
non-linearity, (3) a correction is defined as the ratio of the lin-
ear term and the polynomial fit, and that as a function of the DN
level at each frame time (Morrison, et al. 2023).

On a system level, for the MIRI Si:As IBC detectors, non-
linearity is caused by a reduction in detector responsivity with
increasing charge accumulation at the amplifier integrating node
capacitance (Rieke et al. 2015). A voltage Vdduc = −2.0 V is
applied at the front contact and a voltage Vdetcom = −4.0 V is
applied at the detector buried contact. An additional 0.2 V is ap-
plied on the amplifier node capacitance, for a total detector bias
voltage Vbias = 2.2 V, as formulated in Eq. 1. Under these condi-
tions the region between the front contact and the buried contact
becomes fully depleted of free charge carriers. Photoelectrons

Fig. 4. Width of MIRI detector depletion region as a function of bias
voltage. The nominal MIRI detector bias voltage is 2.2 V for all three
MIRI detectors (Ressler et al. 2015).

are produced throughout the depletion region (infrared-active
layer) and the electric field causes them to migrate towards the
pixels. The MIRI detector bias voltage of 2.2 V was tuned for
the width of the depletion region to cover the entire active layer
without causing avalanche gain (Rieke et al. 2015). However,
charge accumulation at the amplifier integrating node capaci-
tance reduces the net bias voltage on the detector. As a result,
at higher DN levels the net bias voltage decreases, the width of
the depletion region shrinks below the active layer width, and
a smaller fraction of the produced photoelectrons are guided to
the pixels, resulting in a reduction in detector responsivity as a
function of DN.

The 1D equation for the width of the MIRI detector depletion
region is mathematically described by Eq. 2 (Pierret & Harutu-
nian 1996; Rieke et al. 2015).

w =

[
2κ0ε0

qNA
|Vbias| + t2

B

]1/2
− tB, (2)

here w is the width of the depletion region, κ0 = 11.68 is the
dielectric constant of silicon, ε0 = 8.854 ∗ 10−12 C

V∗m is the
permittivity of free space, q = 1.6 ∗ 10−19 C is the elementary
charge, NA = 1.5 ∗ 1012 cm−3 is the density of the minority (ac-
ceptor) impurity concentration in the MIRI detector active layer,
Vbias = 2.2 V is the bias voltage, and tB = 4 µm is the width of
the detector blocking layer (Love et al. 2005; Rieke et al. 2015).
We use these values to plot the width of the depletion region w as
a function of bias voltage Vbias in Fig. 4. Based on the provided
values we find that for a bias voltage Vbias=2.2 V the depletion
region covers the full MRS short wavelength (SW), long wave-
length (LW) detectors, and imaging (MIRIM) detector.

For an accumulated DN value of 50000 DN, if we use the
net system gain value of 38300 DN/V of Rieke et al. (2015), we
estimate a debiasing of ∼1.3 V. Tracing this back to Fig. 4, at
that level of debiasing the width of the depletion region is much
less than the active layer width of both the MRS SW detector,
LW detector, and MIRIM detector. Photo-excited electrons in the
undepleted region can still be collected if they diffuse to the de-
pleted region, but at reduced efficiency. This is the cause of the
non-linearity at higher accumulated DN shown in Fig. 3. Cali-
brating the non-linearity effect due to the detector debiasing is
equivalent to predicting what the output DN level would be if
the active layer was always fully depleted.
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Fig. 5. Left: Reduced MIRI imaging data of an unresolved (point) source taken with the F560W filter (plotted in log scale). Six pixels are selected
across the horizontal width of the PSF (colored boxes). Right top: Raw pixel voltage integration ramps of the pixels selected in the left image
(solid colored lines). The dashed colored lines are linear regressions on the first 5 frames of the selected ramps. The blue ramp has been shifted
down by 2000 DN for clarity. Right bottom: Subsequent frame differences of ramps shown in the top right panel (∆DN = DNi+1 − DNi). The
dashed colored lines are the slopes determined from the linear regressions on the first 5 frames of the selected ramps.

The non-linearity is wavelength-dependent due to the ab-
sorption coefficient of the Si:As infrared-active layer being
wavelength-dependent. Up to 15 µm the absorption coefficient
is well described by Eq. 3 (Woods et al. 2011; Rieke et al. 2015).

α(λ) = 102 ∗ (λ/7µm)2 cm−1 (3)

The quadratic dependence in Eq. 3 implies that longer-
wavelength photons have a higher probability of being absorbed
closer to the buried contact. That in combination with the de-
crease in the width of the depletion region (Eq. 2) means that the
reduction in response will be greater at longer wavelengths.

2.4. The issue with defining a global MIRI non-linearity
solution for all illumination profiles

For the MIRI Imager, for a single wavelength filter, the JWST
MIRI data calibration pipeline uses a non-linearity solution that
is common for all the pixels on the detector. Assuming a per-
fectly uniform detector illumination and a perfectly uniform re-
sponse for all pixels, this would imply a single global correction,
derived as per the process described in Sect. 2.3 and illustrated in
Fig. 2. In this simple case the uncertainties on the non-linearity
solution would be linked to read-out noise, photon-noise, dark
current noise, and the reset effects impacting the start of MIRI
ramps (Morrison, et al. 2023). Although one would expect the
global "classical" non-linearity solution to hold for all types of
illumination – and indeed it does for low-contrast extended and
semi-extended sources – it fails in regions of high contrast, for

example for point sources. This is notably of concern at the
shorter MIRI wavelengths (5-15 µm) because at longer wave-
lengths (above 15 µm) the JWST thermal background increas-
ingly reduces the signal contrast between the science target and
the surrounding background.

In Fig. 5, in the left panel, we show a small section of the
MIRI Imager field of view where a bright unresolved (point)
source was observed in flight during a multi-instrument multi-
field JWST in-focus test2. Here, the MIRI Imager F560W band-
pass filter was used and the telescope Point Spread Function
(PSF) in the F560W filter can be discerned. We select six pix-
els that cross the core of the PSF in the horizontal direction, and
plot the raw pixel voltage integration ramps in the top right panel
of Fig. 5 (solid colored curves). We note that the green-colored
ramp is the same as the ramp we showed in Fig. 2, where here we
show the full extent of the ramp going well past saturation. The
green and the red-colored ramps record a similar output level and
display a non-linear behavior that is well understood in the con-
text of a uniform detector illumination. However, we see that the
ramp of the orange-colored pixel, located one square to the left
of the green pixel on the detector, shows a signature that devi-
ates strongly from the classical understanding of the MIRI ramp
non-linearity. Instead of a decrease in slope, the slope increases.

Clearly, the solution that linearizes the green-colored ramp
cannot linearize the orange-colored ramp. Quite the contrary,
correcting the orange-colored ramp with the same solution as

2 https://www.stsci.edu/jwst/science-execution/
program-information.html?id=1464
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the green ramp will result in the former curving even more up-
wards. This is important because the JWST calibration pipeline
determines the flux of a source by performing a linear regression
on the non-linearity corrected ramps.

In the right bottom panel of Fig. 5 we show the subsequent
frame differences of the ramps of the selected pixels. The solid
curves show the impact of the reduction of the depleted region
width on the determined slopes. The dashed lines illustrate the
estimated slopes based on the output level in the first five frames
of the raw ramps (top right panel). For the orange and the purple-
colored ramps the ∆DN values are anomalous until the green
and red-colored ramps saturate. Then the orange and the purple-
colored ramps appear to follow a “classical” non-linearity. As the
purple-colored ramp reaches saturation, the olive-colored ramp
starts to deviate upwards. This link is less prominent for the or-
ange and blue ramps, though a hint of the same effect can be
discerned for the blue ramp at this highest frame numbers.

3. Observations and MIRI BFE impact on science

3.1. The impact of the MIRI BFE on the Imager PSF

The data reduction workflow for JWST data involves perform-
ing a linear regression on each of the pixel voltage integration
ramps after these have been corrected for electronic effects; this
includes the non-linearity correction (Morrison, et al. 2023). If
the impact of the MIRI BFE, as seen in Fig. 5, is not corrected
or mitigated, the final estimated slope values from the linear re-
gression (measured in DN per second) end up being systemat-
ically higher. The impact of this on the MIRI Imager PSF is
shown in Fig. 6. We compare the case where, after applying
the JWST MIRI non-linearity correction, the slope values are
computed from performing a linear regression on all the non-
saturated frames in each ramp, versus only the first 20 frames in
each ramp. We then fit a 1D Voigt profile3 to the sampled Im-
ager PSF and estimate the profile Full-Width at Half-Maximum
(FWHM) empirically based on where the fitted profiles have a
signal value equal to half of the peak. The FWHM values of the
two Voigt profile fits differ by 25% and the integral of the Voigt
profile in the case of the full ramp fit (orange profile) is 8.5 %
larger than the 20 frame ramp fit. Conclusively, when using all
the non-saturated frames in the ramps, the resulting PSF is fatter
and the source integrated photometry makes it appear brighter.

To mitigate the impact of the MIRI BFE, the JWST pipeline
flags the pixels that reach the saturation limit and then flags the
frames of all surrounding pixels past the frame where the bright
pixels saturate. These flagged frames are then not used in the
slope determination of the surrounding pixels. In the case of
Fig. 5, the ramp of pixel X=572 saturates first at group number
56, hence for the ramps of pixels X=571 and X=573 only the
part of the ramp up to frame number 56 is used to fit the slope.
Performing the same exercise as for Fig. 6, even with this miti-
gation strategy, the MIRI BFE still broadens the PSF by a factor
of ∼10 % and the integrated photometry varies by ∼0.5 %.

There are two straight-forward ways that the MIRI BFE
impacts the scientific interpretation of the MIRI Imager data.
Firstly, when it comes to astronomical imaging of point sources,
astronomers perform aperture photometry by estimating the sum
of the flux inside a circle with a radius that contains the largest
fraction of the flux and minimizes the contribution of the back-
ground to said flux. Limiting this radius to the PSF core, aper-
ture correction factors are applied to account for the fraction of
3 The fitting was performed using the astropy.modeling python
package (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013, 2018).

Fig. 6. MIRI Imager PSF based on pixel ramp slope fits (20 frames
versus full ramp). 1D Voigt profiles are fitted to the two PSFs and the
FWHM is estimated based on where the fitted profiles have a signal
value equal to half of the peak. The MIRI BFE results in a percentage
change between the widths of the PSF of 25% in the case where the full
ramp is used for the slope fitting.

the PSF present outside the aperture that is not accounted for.
Given that the MIRI BFE broadens the PSF, this results in a
systematic effect on the absolute flux calibration depending on
the brightness of the source. A simple mitigation is to use aper-
ture photometry with a relatively large aperture; it is probably
also feasible to derive signal-dependent aperture corrections to
transfer from a bright source with a large aperture to faint ones
measured with smaller apertures. Secondly, a different method
to extract integrated fluxes from a point source is by perform-
ing PSF-weighted photometry. For this, an accurate model of the
PSF is required, so that the weights used for each pixel are rep-
resentative of the detector illumination. Such a model PSF can
be derived empirically, however, bright sources are preferred for
this. Applying a model PSF based on bright source measure-
ments, that are impacted by the MIRI BFE, on faint sources
where the PSF-weighted photometry provides the biggest ad-
vantage, will result in the technique not meeting the theoretical
noise-reduction predictions.

3.2. The impact of the MIRI BFE on the Low Resolution
Spectrometer PSF

The MIRI Low Resolution Spectrometer (LRS) data are imaged
on a subarray of the MIRI Imager detector. During the JWST Cy-
cle 1 calibration phase a series of flux calibration activities was
performed by observing flux calibration standards4. In the left
panel of Fig. 7 we show the LRS spectrum of a time-series ob-
servation of BD+60 1753 observed with the LRS slitless prism.

To study the impact of the MIRI BFE on the LRS PSF we
use the recorded signal in a row of detector pixels that cross a
bright part of the spectrum. In the top right panel of Fig. 7 we
show with solid lines four raw voltage integration ramps belong-
ing to four of the pixels that sample the LRS PSF. We notice that
none of the ramps reach saturation; this means that the BFE mit-
igation strategy currently implemented in the JWST pipeline is
not applicable here. The non-linearity corrected ramps are plot-
ted as loosely dotted lines. The assumption is that, since these
ramps have been non-linearity corrected, subsequent frame dif-
ferences should yield the same mean slope. In the middle right
panel of Fig. 7 we plot the LRS sampled PSF by taking two

4 https://www.stsci.edu/jwst/science-execution/
program-information.html?id=1536
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Fig. 7. Left: Detector-level reduced MIRI LRS data of a point source. One pixel row is selected to examine how the MIRI BFE impacts the LRS
PSF (red horizontal line). Right top: The solid lines are the raw pixel voltage integration ramps of the pixels sampling the PSF. The loosely dashed
lines are the non-linearity corrected ramps. Right center: Sampled PSF estimated from two sets of frame differences. 1D Voigt fits to the sampled
PSFs are overplotted. Right bottom: LRS PSF FWHM estimated by taking subsequent frame differences along the length of the linearized ramps
and fitting 1D Voigt profiles.

sets of frame differences, one set at the start of the non-linearity
corrected ramp, and one set at the end of the ramp. 1D Voigt
profiles are fitted to the two sampled PSFs. The FWHMs of the
fitted Voigt profiles are significantly larger at the end of the ramp
compared to the beginning of the ramp. This is quantified further
in the lower right panel where the fitted PSF FWHM is seen to
grow linearly along the ramp. This result implies that the ramps
are not linearized; they show an increase in slope in the PSF
wings and a decrease in slope in the PSF core. This is in line
with the result shown in Fig. 6.

In reality, each pixel on the left panel of Fig. 7 recorded
212 integration ramps as part of the time-series observation of
BD+60 1753 to characterize the photometric stability of the in-
strument. One of the major science cases for the LRS is observ-
ing exoplanet transits (Bouwman et al. 2022). These transits can
sometimes result in up to a few percent change in the brightness
of the host star depending on the relative star-to-planet size (for
example in the LRS data of HD189733b). Conceptually, this im-
plies that for the integration ramps in transit, the ramps will reach
a lower DN value compared to the integration ramps that are out

of transit. Based on the bottom right panel of Fig. 7, this will then
result in a different PSF FWHM. Although the magnitude of the
effect will be small (FWHM systematic of 5% of a pixel for the
LRS data of HD189733b), exoplanet signals are also buried into
noise, hence the relative effect can be significant.

3.3. The impact of the MIRI BFE on Medium Resolution
Spectrometer data of spectrally unresolved emission
lines

In the case of MIRI observations of spectrally unresolved emis-
sion lines taken with the Medium Resolution Spectrometer
(MRS), the line spread function (LSF) will be broadened in a
similar fashion to the PSF shown in Fig. 6. To illustrate this sci-
ence case, in Fig. 8 we show the impact of the MIRI BFE on
an unresolved emission line of the Cat’s Eye Nebula NGC 6543
which was observed during the JWST commissioning phase5.
The top left panel shows half of the MRS SW detector (columns
5 https://www.stsci.edu/jwst/science-execution/
program-information.html?id=1031
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Fig. 8. Top left: Detector-level reduced MIRI MRS data of the spatially extended Cat’s Eye Nebula (NGC 6543) in the 9.94–11.87 µm range. A
small region of interest (red box) is selected on a bright emission line. Top right: Raw pixel voltage integration ramps of the pixels selected in the
left image (solid colored lines). The dashed colored lines are produced from linear fits to the first 2 frames in each ramp. Bottom: 1D Voigt fitted
profile to the estimated emission line flux.

512 to 1024) covering the 9.94–11.87 µm range. A number of
curved strips can be observed; these correspond to slits posi-
tioned on the sky of which the light is spectrally dispersed in
the detector vertical direction along the strip curvature. Since
NGC 6543 is spatially resolved, all strips on the detector show
flux from the spatially extended emission. We choose five pix-
els in the vertical direction covering the brightest emission line
(location of red dot in the plotted panel). In the top right panel
we show the shapes of the raw ramps which all visibly curve up
due to the MIRI BFE except for the one sampling the peak of the
MRS LSF. The bottom panel of Fig. 8 shows the impact of the
BFE on the determined shape of the emission line.

One recurring remark between the Imager, LRS, and MRS
data is that the signal in the core of the PSF, where the behav-
ior of the non-linearity qualitatively follows the classical trend,
also decreases at higher DN levels. This suggests that the non-
linearity correction, derived from an extended illumination, does
not perfectly linearize the ramps that sample the core of the PSF
either.

3.4. MRS spectral fringing and deriving an MRS non-linearity
solution in the presence of BFE

The MIRI MRS suffers from significant spectral fringing caused
by Fabry-Pérot interference inside the MRS detectors (Argyriou
et al. 2020a,b). The fringing modulates the spectral baseline by
up to 30% of the continuum with a period between 12 and 30 pix-
els. For point sources the fringe properties depend on (i) the pro-
file of the MIRI pupil illumination, (ii) the part of the wavefront
phase map that is sampled by the detector pixels, (iii) the wave-
length of the in-falling light, (iv) the local geometry of the detec-
tor and (v) the refractive properties of the detector-constituting
layers. For spatially extended sources the fringes depend only
on (iii, iv, v). Nevertheless, this contrast of up to 30% on the
continuum results in a BFE-induced uncertainty on the derived
non-linearity solutions. Contrary to the MIRI Imager where a
uniform illumination can be achieved, and the large band-pass
blurs the fringes, for the MRS disentangling the MIRI BFE from
the ramp non-linearity has not been achievable.

The uncertainty on the global MRS non-linearity solution
per spectral band is minimized by using the ramps of the pix-
els that sample the fringe peaks across the detector (Morrison,
et al. 2023). However, there is still a significant spread in the
non-linearity solutions derived from the different pixels, and that
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is because (1) the MRS spectra are curved on the detector, as
shown in the top left panel of Fig. 8 and (2) the BFE is likely
represented by a 2D kernel. As such, fringe peaks can interact
differently with their surrounding neighbors.

3.5. Implications of BFE on high contrast (coronographic)
imaging

A well characterized PSF is critical for high contrast imaging.
As an example, Gaspar et al. (2023, Nature Ast. In press) found
that exquisitely good PSF subtraction could be achieved at 25.5
µm using a reference star (19 PsA) of very similar brightness to
the science target (Fomalhaut). Attempts to build and use a syn-
thetic PSF using WebbPSF were far less successful. Until now
the cause of the unsatisfactory performance of the synthetic im-
ages was attributed predominantly to the effect of detector scat-
tering, which causes a cruciform in the Imager and LRS PSF,
and significant PSF broadening and excess power in the wings
for the MRS PSF up to 12 µm (Gáspár et al. 2021; Kendrew, et
al. 2023; Argyriou, et al. 2023). The BFE is introducing an ad-
ditional systematic on the PSF and LSF, one that is dependent
on the covered dynamic range of the pixels. Patapis et al. (2022)
used MIRISim (Klaassen et al. 2021), an instrument simulator
with imaging based on WebbPSF, to evaluate the ability to ob-
tain high quality MRS spectra of exoplanets. An understanding
of the BFE is desirable to enhance the accuracy of such spectra
and to allow obtaining them relatively close to the host stars.
The ultimate performance of MIRI coronagraphy depends on
utilization of a PSF reference star (Boccaletti et al. 2022). Again,
matching the star to the science target brightness is likely to im-
prove the quality of this procedure. These issues can be mitigated
by appropriate planning of observations, particularly given that
the telescope shows high stability and wavefront drifts are small,
even after large slews, providing a large selection of possible ref-
erence stars. Given that coronagraphic and high contrast imaging
will use a limited number of spectral bands, additional flexibility
may be possible by building empirical models of the image as a
function of brightness.

4. Modeling

4.1. Setting up the MIRI Si:As IBC detector array
electrostatic model using Poisson_CCD

The public code Poisson_CCD6 solves Poisson’s electrostatic
differential equation given by Eq. 4 numerically, in 3 spatial di-
mensions, and simulates charge transport within CCDs (Lage
et al. 2021). The potentials and free carrier densities within a
CCD are self-consistently solved for, giving realistic results for
the depletion profile and electron paths followed in silicon.

∇2φ(x, y, z) =
ρ(x, y, z)
εS i

, (4)

where φ is the electrostatic potential, ρ is the charge density, and
εS i is the dielectric constant of silicon.

Contrary to CCDs where the entire silicon substrate needs to
be accounted for, in the case of the Si:As IBC detectors only the
narrower infrared-active layer needs to be modelled. For this,
an input file is defined with all necessary parameters to solve
Eq. 4 numerically. The MIRI-specific parameters are tabulated in

6 https://github.com/craiglagegit/Poisson_CCD/tree/
master

Table 1, where some of these parameters were previously men-
tioned in Sect. 2.3 and 2.2.

The doping level of the contacts ContactDose_0 of N=7.5∗
1018 cm−3 was estimated in Argyriou et al. (2020a) by mod-
elling the high and low frequency fringing present in MRS data7.
The parameter Lambda is used in conjunction with Eq. 3, imple-
mented into the Poisson_CCD code, to estimate a probability
for a photo-excited electron to be produced in the infrared-active
layer.

One of the simplest simulation setups in Poisson_CCD is
shown in Fig. 9 for MIRI. Here a 5-by-5 pixel grid is used, as
seen in the top left panel staring down at the detector pixels. The
front contact voltage is set at the value of V_contact and the
buried contact voltage is set by V_bb defined in Table 1. A lo-
calized debiasing DeltaV_0_0=-1.5 V is applied at the center
pixel. The variation of the electrostatic potential φ(x, y, z) across
the depth of the infrared-active layer is shown in the top right
panel. Finally the concentration of holes in the infrared-active
layer is shown in the bottom panel. The blue shading illustrates
where the active layer is depleted, while the yellow and red shad-
ing denotes areas where the layer is undepleted. The top 1 µm
(dark red shading) is the location of the buried contact. The 1 µm-
thick dark red shading at Z=0 µm is the location not covered by
the front contact which itself rests on the pixel metallization, il-
lustrated in Fig. 1.

4.2. Electrostatic simulation for imaging case

To perform a realistic MIRI simulation of a point source illumi-
nation on the detector, the Poisson_CCD code is run with a ran-
dom set of tracers (photons) pooled from a 2D Gaussian pattern.
The Gaussian pattern widths in x and y-directions are defined
in Table 1 based on a 2D Gaussian fit to the 20 frame ramp fit
in Fig. 6 (σx=σy=0.56 pix, equivalent to Sigmax = Sigmay =
14 µm). Poisson_CCD first solves Eq. 4, then a distinct num-
ber of tracers are injected into the model. Every time a tracer
results in a photo-excited electron (produced at a given pixel
based on the absorption length of Eq. 3), the path of the photo-
electron, dictated by the electric field inside the layer, is numeri-
cally computed and the pixel at which the photoelectron ends up
is recorded. The photoelectric charge accumulation introduces a
debiasing at each pixel as defined by the ContactCapacitance
parameter. The updated debiasing level at each pixel is used to
solve Eq. 4 again in the next step. Performing such a simulation
self-consistently results in each pixel shown in the top left panel
of Fig. 9 experiencing a different level of debiasing. Pixels that
see more tracer photons will have more photoelectrons generated
above them, increasing the resulting debiasing, and reducing the
width of the depletion region as a result. The impact of the de-
biasing on the path of the electrons is monitored by tracking the
electron paths in the active layer.

In Fig. 10, we show five simulation run steps where 1, 15, 40,
55, and 85 times N=20,000 tracers were injected into the model,
distributed over a 2D Gaussian profile. In the left column of plots
the level of debiasing at each pixel is shown. In the middle col-
umn we show where each produced photoelectron lands on the
geometric grid. In the right column the photoelectron paths are
tracked from their creation site down to the pixels (the code does
this in both x- and y-directions but we only plot the paths in the

7 In case a smooth Gaussian profile is preferable for the dop-
ing distribution across the contacts the Poisson_CCD parameters
ContactDose_0, ContactPeak_0, and ContactSigma_0 can be used
to produce the required integrated doping level.
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Table 1. MIRI Si:As IBC detector electrostatic model parameters inputted to Poisson_CCD.

Parameter Value [unit] Description
V_bb -4.0 V Back bias voltage at buried contact (Ressler et al. 2015)
V_contact -2.0 V Contact voltage at front contact
ContactCapacitance 33.6 fF Capacitance at amplifier integrating node
RecombinationLifetime 2 ∗ 10−7 sec Electron recombination time (Rieke et al. 2015)
TopDopingThickness 1.0 µm Thickness of buried contact
TopSurfaceDoping −7.5 ∗ 1018 cm−2 Doping buried contact (Argyriou et al. 2020a)
BackgroundDoping −1.5 ∗ 1012 cm−2 Density of minority impurity concentration in infrared-active layer
BottomOxide 1.0 µm Bottom oxide thickness above pixel metallization
ContactDose_0 7.5 ∗ 1018 cm−2 Doping of front contact
ContactWidth 20.0 µm Width of front contact
ContactHeight 20.0 µm Height (not thickness) of front contact
SensorThickness 35 µm Infrared-active layer thickness
PixelSizeX 25 µm Pixel size in x (Rieke et al. 2015)
PixelSizeY 25 µm Pixel size in y
Sigmax 14 µm Sigma of light profile (based on 20 frame ramp Gaussian fit in Fig. 6)
Sigmay 14 µm Sigma of light profile (set equal to Sigmax)
CCDTemperature 6.4 K Operational temperature of MIRI detectors
Lambda 5.6 µm Wavelength of incoming light

Fig. 9. Poisson_CCD output plot of basic MIRI detector model simulation. Top left: Poisson’s equation is solved for a 5-by-5 grid of pixels where
a localized voltage debias of −1.5 V is applied at the middle pixel. Top right: The electrostatic potential is shown as a function of detector depth.
Z=0 µm is located at the pixel, Z=35 µm is located at the top of the buried contact. Bottom: The MIRI detector infrared-active layer. The blue
shading shows areas where the active layer is fully depleted. Yellow and red shading show areas where the active layer is undepleted. The buried
contact is located at Z=34–35 µm. The dark red boxes at Z=0–1 µm illustrate the regions not covered by the detector front contact.
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Fig. 10. Brighter-Fatter Effect in MIRI detector model simulation. Left column: Distribution of the electrostatic potential φ across the 5-by-5
simulation pixel grid. Middle column: Location on the pixel geometric grid where each produced photoelectron landed. Neighboring pixels are
given alternating colors. This probes the effective pixel collecting area change due to the debiasing. Right column: Photoelectron generation in
infrared-active layer and photoelectron path tracking. Going from the top to the bottom row, the model is injected with 1, 15, 40, 55, and 85 times
N=20,000 tracers.
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Fig. 11. Left: Charge accumulation in three of the simulated pixels of Fig. 10. The dashed lines are linear regressions to the first three samples
in each ramp. The number of electrons can be converted to DN using the pixel gain of 5.5 e-/DN (Rieke et al. 2015). Right: Ratio of charge
accumulation ramps and their respective linear fits. The ratio illustrates the non-linear behavior of the ramps in the presence of the MIRI BFE.

detector x-direction). The paths are overplotted on the concentra-
tion of holes in the infrared-active layer, which probes the areas
of depletion and undepletion in the layer. The rows of plots go
from lower debiasing in the top row to higher debiasing in the
bottom row.

Due to the larger accumulation of photoelectrons in the
central pixel, it records a larger debiasing level compared to
its neighboring pixels. The Poisson_CCD code is able to self-
consistently update the debiasing across the 5-by-5 pixel grid.
In the middle column of Fig. 10 a decrease in the area of the
(red) central pixel can be noticed from the top to the bottom row.
This reduction in effective photocollecting area is explained by
the plots in the right column. The panel in the bottom row shows
clearly that photoelectrons produced above the central pixel are
guided by the electric field to the neighboring pixels instead. In
addition, in the same panel it can be noticed that a significant
portion of the infrared-active layer is undepleted, and photo-
electrons produced in that area recombine after a time span of
RecombinationLifetime and are effectively "lost", i.e. they
are not detected. Figure 11 shows the number of accumulated
electrons in three of the simulated pixels (the results are sym-
metric due to the centered simulated PSF). This is the output
that is most directly applicable and comparable to the MIRI de-
tector voltage integration ramps shown in the top right panel of
Fig. 5. In the right panel we can see that there is a transition in the
non-linearity solution from the core pixel (2,2) to the outer pixel
(0,2) due to the migration of electrons from the core pixel to the
neighboring pixels. Applying the non-linear response of the core
pixel to the neighboring pixels results in an overestimation of the
number of accumulated electrons.

5. Discussion

The results shown in Fig. 10 and 11 converge to four impor-
tant outcomes: (1) They provide strong evidence for the physical
mechanism causing the MIRI BFE for point sources (and any
source with a flux contrast on the detector). The MIRI BFE is
caused by the detector debiasing altering the configuration of
the 3D electrostatic potential φ(x, y, z) inside the Si:As IBC sen-
sor infrared-active layer. The corresponding electric field then
guides photo-excited electrons away from the pixel above which
they were generated into neighboring pixels. Linking this back
to the ramp plots shown in the right panel of Fig. 5 and the
top right panel of Fig. 8, at higher DN levels the debiasing in

the central pixel results in an increasing fraction of photoelec-
trons being detected at the neighboring pixels instead, causing
an increase in the measured ramp slopes of the neighboring pix-
els. Furthermore, this effect can extend to the pixels not directly
neighboring the central pixel, as those that do neighbor the cen-
tral pixel also start contributing to their own neighbors as seen in
the bottom two panels of the right column in Fig. 10 and the right
panel of Fig. 11. (2) The increasing size of the active layer un-
depleted region increases the number of photoelectrons lost via
recombination. This is the physical mechanism driving the MIRI
non-linearity. Interestingly, even though at higher debiasing lev-
els the photoelectrons that are detected start their path closer to
the pixels, these are still guided to the neighboring pixels by the
electric field. (3) The profile of the undepletion region contour
is approximately flat in the center pixel and shows a significant
gradient over the span of a pixel width in the neighboring pixels.
This implies that (a) the center pixel will have a non-linearity so-
lution most akin to that of a spatially uniform (extended) source,
however, (b) the photoelectron collection profile likely has an
intra-pixel dependence on where the centroid of the source is.
(4) Based on the previous three points, it is clear that the MIRI
detector non-linearity and BFE cannot be considered to be inde-
pendent of one another in terms of calibrating the two effects.

We have provided supporting evidence that the physical
mechanism of the Si:As IBC detector BFE is fundamentally dif-
ferent from the type of BFE that CCDs and H2RG detectors suf-
fer from. In the latter case an electric field at the pixel is created
due to the accumulation of photoelectrons at the pixel potential
well. This electric field increases in strength and, via the mech-
anism of electric repulsion, forces incoming photoelectrons to
move to the neighboring pixels. Although the resulting impact
manifests the same way in the Si:As IBC detector and CCD and
H2RG case, the distinction is important given that BFE was not
considered possible for MIRI since the photoelectrons are not
stored at the pixels, hence they cannot cause the CCD and H2RG
type of BFE. As such we term the effect described in this paper
as "debiasing-induced Brighter-Fatter Effect".

The Poisson_CCD model presented in this paper could in
theory be used to derive a simultaneous correction for the
debiasing-induced BFE and non-linearity in MIRI Imager data,
however, this falls outside the scope of this paper. In the case
of MIRI/MRS spectroscopy, such an endeavor is more complex
given that the spectral continuum is dispersed in curved strips on
the detector as shown for example in the top left panel of Fig. 8.
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Nevertheless, we argue that the presented work can be used as a
foundation for understanding the behavior of detectors similar to
Si:As IBC detectors arrays to non-uniform illumination patterns,
and also inform the conditions under which the detectors should
be operated.

One promising empirical correction for the non-linearity and
debiasing-induced BFE, applicable to point sources, is to ob-
serve a reference star and derive a ramp model for each part
of the PSF. Since the debiasing effect on the ramps is relative,
the brightness of the observed sources is not a parameter in the
correction. By using the reference star ramps to calibrate the
ramps of the science target, an optimal flux calibration can be
achieved. This is already being used to improve the phase curve
of HD189733b with the LRS. Given the pointing stability of
JWST, such a correction would yield positive results for all ob-
serving modes of MIRI. This analysis will be expanded upon in
a follow-up paper.

6. Conclusions

A debiasing-induced BFE makes the JWST MIRI data yield a
10 – 25 % larger and 0.5 – 8% brighter PSF and LSF as a func-
tion of the output level dynamic range covered by the detec-
tor pixels during an integration. This affects aperture-corrected
photometry, PSF-weighted photometry, PSF subtraction, high-
contrast imaging, as well as estimates of kinematics based on
spectral line profiles. It also directly affects the calibration of
MIRI raw ramp data, translating into a systematic uncertainty on
the absolute flux calibration as a function of the exposure param-
eters used to observe flux calibration standards.

Using the public Poisson_CCD code and a simple model
for the MIRI Si:As IBC sensor infrared-active layer, we found
strong evidence for the physical mechanism of the BFE impact-
ing the MIRI pixel voltage integration ramps. We find that this
mechanism is driven by detector debiasing due to photoelectron
accumulation. This debiasing changes the electrostatic potential
inside the infrared-active layer. The paths followed by the ex-
cited photoelectrons to the pixels are dictated by the correspond-
ing electric field. At higher levels of debiasing the photoelectrons
generated above a given pixel are guided to the neighboring pix-
els instead. This results in an increase in the slope of the pixel
integration ramps as opposed to the decrease in slope recorded
for spatially uniform sources.

While the electrostatic potential results in the electrons be-
ing guided to neighboring pixels, the debiasing also results in
the infrared-active layer becoming more undepleted. This means
that more electrons are lost due to recombination, and this con-
stitutes the classical MIRI non-linearity effect. We argue that
for point sources, and for sources with a significant spectral
and spectral flux contrast, the non-linearity and the BFE cannot
be considered to be independent. An accurate pixel integration
ramp model needs to account for both. Only applying a non-
linearity solution derived based on an extended source illumi-
nation to non-uniform illumination will result in systematically
larger uncertainties in flux calibration.

Having presented a numerical model that predicts the perfor-
mance of the MIRI Si:As IBC detectors under non-uniform il-
lumination, this forms a basis to understand the ground test and
flight MIRI data. MIRI data in flight can be used to refine the
presented model, however, the power of the model lies in bet-
ter interpreting the MIRI flux systematics, deriving an empirical
correction based on ramps of reference stars, and informing the
detector operation of future infrared missions.
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